been better saved for a more important
occasion. There remains something
inherently foolish — and tragic —
about using an artillery battery to kill a
rat, a rat that was half dead already. But
political capital totally aside, criticism
of the war, now that the action is over,
would be, for a principled opposition
party, the right thing to do, which is
why it will never happen.
And truly, if the Democrats had any
spirit, any integrity, any faith in their
own convictions, they would nominate
for Bush's opponent the Reverend Jesse Jackson, who is far and away their
most articulate, most charming, and
most sincere leader. But this, of course,
they will never do. Jackson at least has
had the guts and the patriotism to
complain about the loss of family farms
and the shipment of American bluecollar jobs offshore — something no
leading Republican has had the integrity to do, as far as I know.
Watch Jackson when the cameras go
in close. He is a real human being —
one who has suffered and thought. (I
write completely without irony.)
Though he is sometimes half-baked in
his solutions — what leading politician
isn't — he speaks from the heart about
real problems, and once he has taken
up an idea he does not retreat just
because it's unpopular. That is, unlike
Bush, he really represents his constituency. Allowing for differences of style,
he is in no rationally describable sense

any more of a demagogue than Bush
— and a lot more sincere. Beside him
Bush looks like a preppie, and the other
Democratic presidential contenders
like pyramid scheme salesmen.
— Clyde Wilson
DASEBALL is reportedly replete
with racism. Apparently concentrating
on the World Series-bound Atlanta
Braves was not enough for the Atlanta
Constitution, for it came to the conclusion late last summer that the
"White Game Is Alienating Many
Blacks." The white game? The problem, said the newspaper, is that while
black players are a satisfying 72 percent
of the NBA and an OK 61 percent of
the NFL, they are "only" 18 percent
of Major League Baseball. Worse, only
6 percent of the fans are black.
The answer? Affirmative action, of
course. Ball clubs, starting with the
Atianta Braves, were consequently being asked to recruit black fans, in part
with cheaper tickets than whites can
buy. And black players should be paid
higher salaries than whites to raise that
"low" 18 percent figure. Why the
"under-representation" of blacks in
baseball? Montreal Expos scouting director Gary Hughes said, "You just
don't go play baseball. It's not enough
to be naturally gifted like track or
football. To be honest, I don't know
how many black kids are willing to

work hard enough at it to excel."
Racism! said Richard Lapchick, director of the Genter for the Study of
Sports in Society at Northeastern University. "That sounds typical of the
stereotype that studies show have long
been held about blacks: that they're too
lazy, they can't swim, and they are
innately less intelligent." But black
Detroit Tigers farm club player Eric
Mangham, who played high school ball
near Atlanta, agreed with Hughes.
"Baseball is a complex game. Football
is a game of strength, but baseball
requires certain fundamentals, like hitting the cutoff man. Baseball is totally
different from the rest of sports." Most
black kids, he notes, prefer the "action" of basketball and football. As to
the black attendance, the UCLA
School of Management, which did a
study for Major League Baseball, said
that many clubs don't recruit black fans
because "too many" would scare away
whites.
Not that everyone has worried about
black attendance. In 1978, former
Minnesota Twins owner Galvin Griffin
told the Lions Club in Waseca, Minnesota, that he moved his team from
Washington, D.G., to Minnesota
when he "found out that you only had
15,000 blacks here. Blacks don't go to
baseball games."
— Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.

Principalities & Powers
by Samuel Francis

The Education of
David Duke
The time has come, to paraphrase
Gaspar Gutman in Dashiell Hammett's
The Maltese Falcon, for plain speaking
and clear understanding. Last November, David Duke failed to win the
governorship of Louisiana, but he did
gain some 39 percent of the popular
vote and carried a majority — about 55
percent — of the white vote. What
defeated Mr. Duke was not the "baggage" of his background as a Nazi and
a Klansman but rather the unprece-

dented campaign in the press against
him and the concerted efforts of businessmen, union officials, church leaders, politicians of both parties, and
ideological malcontents of every description to vilify him and to threaten
the state and people of Louisiana with
retaliation if they dared to break from
the political molds crafted for them.
For at least two solid weeks before
the election, newspapers far from Louisiana as well as within it delved sedulously into Mr. Duke's background
and statements since high school. On
election day, organizers literally
combed the streets of New Orleans

looking for blacks to go to the polls to
vote against him. The President and
Vice-President of the United States
denounced him, as did several leading
conservative spokesmen. If virtually
any other politician in this country had
excited the fear and hatred Mr. Duke
inspired, not only would he have lost
the election with far less than 39
percent of the vote but his career
would have been ruined. What the
actual election results teach is that Mr.
Duke's support, while not a majority of
voters, was deep, broad, and intense.
Despite Mr. Duke's defeat, it is
possible that future historians will look
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back on the Louisiana gubernatorial
election of 1991 as a turning point in
American history. Democrats and
liberals have spent the last year whining
that Duke represents the logical culmination of the conservative resurgence
of Ronald Reagan, and,conservatives,
for the most part, have spent an equal
amount of time denying it. The Democrats and liberals are, for once, dead
right, though as usual they miss the
point. Reagan conservatism, in its innermost meaning, had litde to do with
supply-side economics and spreading
democracy. It had to do with the
awakening of a people who face political, cultural, and economic dispossession, who are slowly beginning to
glimpse the fact of dispossession and
what dispossession will mean for them
and their descendants, and who also
are starting to think about reversing the
processes and powers responsible for
their dispossession. Ever since Mr.
Reagan marched off to Washington in
1980 with the votes, money, and confidence of the Americans who supported him, that meaning has been systematically thwarted, manipulated, and
suppressed, not least by the very professional conservatives who have
gained from it and purport to represent
it. Mr. Duke and his voters are simply
telling them that that meaning endures
and that they intend to make certain it
survives, even if it takes an ex-Nazi to
do it.

view, actually was the official Republican nominee, and conservatives who
began to deplore Mr. Duke have only
their own candidate to thank for Mr.
Duke's success. Had it not been for
Mr. Holloway's candidacy, most of his
votes in the primary would probably
have gone to Mr. Roemer, and Mr.
Duke would not have been eligible for
the runoff.
Louisiana is not exactly Massachusetts, and a "principled conservative,"
as movement conservatives like to call
candidates like Mr. Holloway, should
have been expected to do better. He
didn't, even though there was nothing
at all wrong with him, and his dismal
showing is an obituary for the kind of
issues mainstream conservatives have
long espoused. Nor is there anything
wrong with those issues, which are
centered on small and limited government and free market economic policies, except that they belong to a
different era and can no longer be
expected to win votes as they often did
in the 1970's. Moreover, the handling
of such issues by the Reagan administration and by President Bush has been
such as not to inspire confidence
among voters supportive of them that
other Republicans will handle them
any better.
Mr. Duke, of course, bends his
knees to such issues in his effort to
present himself as a conservative Republican, but everyone knows they are
The mainstream of American con- not the reason for his appeal. The
servatism in the 1990's has a lot of conservative issues not only belong to a
problems with that message, and the different era of American politics but
first fact such conservatives have to also reflect a different kind of society.
recognize is that Mr. Duke's perfor- They are essentially bourgeois issues
mance means that mainstream conser- and mirror the social and moral codes
vatism is politically defunct. > In the of the small, independent businessgubernatorial primary in October, Mr. man, his family, and his community.
Duke defeated incumbent Governor Once upon a time, such entrepreneurs
Buddy Roemer, a Democrat who had were the dominant core of American
switched to the Republicans last year. culture and politics, but they are so no
Mr. Roemer was supposed to be the longer, and with their demise, the
early swallow that brings a GOP appeal of their ideology has withered.
spring, but nobody ever thought he
The second fact that American conwas a paradigmatic conservative. The servatives have to recognize about Mr.
other loser in the primary, however, Duke is that, through the issues by
was Representative Glyde Holloway, which he did appeal to voters, he has
who was such a paradigm, and he was successfully redefined the ideological
booted so badly by all the other candi- pivots around which American politics
dates that many newspapers didn't revolves. Those issues, of course, are
even bother to report the few votes he racial, though not in the sense that Mr.
received. Mr. Holloway, the favorite of Duke's most vocal enemies claim.
mainstream conservative organs such
Mr. Duke did not win his state
as Human Events and National Re- legislature seat or come close to win8/CHRONICLES
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ning a Senate seat in 1990 or approach
winning the governorship last year by
catering to racial hatred, promising to
restore segregation, or mounting esoteric arguments about IQ scores and
how many Jews died at Auschwitz. For
some years prior to his national emergence, he had campaigned precisely on
such issues, and he lost disastrously.
For the last couple of years, however,
Mr. Duke has abandoned his racialist
and Nazi noises and espoused a platform that, while rather narrow, is formally and explicitly unobjectionable
from a mainstream conservative point
of view and is arguable even from a
moderate liberal perspective — he opposed quotas and affirmative action,
urged the need for welfare reform, and
objected to the excesses of multiculturalism and the kind of minority racism
that upsets even such progressives as
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
But there was a subtext to what Mr.
Duke explicitly and formally said in his
speeches and his campaign literature,
and the subtext, communicated by the
continued depiction of Mr. Duke in
Nazi uniform and Klan hood by his
enemies, is that the historic core of
American civilization is under attack.
Quotas, affirmative action, race
norming, civil rights legislation, multiculturalism in schools and universities,
welfare, busing, and unrestricted immigration from Third World countries
are all symbols of that attack and of the
racial, cultural, and political dispossession they' promise to inflict upon the
white post-bourgeois middle classes.
Conventional conservative ideology
has little to say about this kind of
onslaught and littie to offer as a counterattack, and no matter how much
Mr. Duke swore his allegiance to that
ideology, no one — including his own
supporters — really believed him.
It is precisely because the image of
Mr. Duke that his enemies so assiduously cultivated was one that suggested
seriousness — even fanaticism — about
stopping the process of dispossession
that he was able to gain votes from the
entire range of Louisiana's white middle class — not just the lower middle
class that feels threatened by economic
as well as cultural trends but also from
members of the upper middle class that
are beginning to get the unsettling
feeling of peering into an abyss. Given
that perception — and it underlies the

fear that middle-class Americans experience throughout the country—beating the political drums in support of
global democracy, the virtues of immigration and free trade, and free market
purism no more excites and attracts
voters than the aforesaid controversies
over holocaust revisionism.
Yet, while Mr. Duke has proved that
American politics no longer swings
around conventional ideological pivots,
the problem he has is that he lacks an
accessible and acceptable philosophical
framework with which to elevate and
broaden his appeal. Obviously, the
neo-Nazi effusions of Mr. Duke's misspent youth are neither acceptable nor
accessible. But in the 1990's, neither
conventional liberal nor conventional
conservative ideologies offer such a
framework either. The first is locked
into appeals to egalitarianism and redistributionist themes that reflect the interest of the underclass Mr. Duke is
resisting and are bound up with the
cultural crumbling that verbalist and
intellectual elites welcome, promote,
and benefit from.
The social and moral codes with
which conventional conservative ideology is bound up are obsolete, and the
bourgeois business class to which conservative ideology appealed is either
defunct or so frightened of jeopardizing its dwindling interests that its members couldn't bring themselves to vote
for Mr. Duke even when they wanted
to. In the week before the election, the
Washington Post interviewed a Louisiana businessman who confessed his
attraction to the Duke campaign but
who concluded that "business cannot
thrive with the radicalism that David
Duke portrays." This is the class from
which Americans can expect leadership? Certainly it's the class Mr.
Duke's enemies succeeded in terrifying with their threats of boycotts
against the Louisiana economy.
What Mr. Duke and others, conservative or not, who understand the
meaning of their approaching demotion to a servile condition need to do is
begin a process of reeducation that will
lift their minds out of both the tract
literature of racism as well as the slogans of bourgeois individualism and
open a vision of a new popular nahonalism that can address the threats to
the American nation, its people, and
their way of life. Such a vision would

seek to do more than merely rehearse
horror stories of the welfare state and
the black crime rate. It would have to
make plain that the threat to American
national identity is only in part ethnic
but also cultural, economic, and political, that the threat comes from the
dominance of elites that have vested
interests in the dispossession of Americans and in the dispersion of their
culture.
Unlike convenHonal conservatism, a
new nationalism would not dwell on
limiting the size of government but
rather on the issue of who and what
controls the government. The conflict
is between a state (and the elite lodged
in it) that is currently committed to
cultural destruction and dispossession
— in education, fiscal policy, law enforcement, social policy — and one
that reflects the interests of the middle
class that has long since become directly or indirectly dependent on the state
and similar bureaucratic organizations
in the economy and culture.
Hence, Mr. Duke or whoever inherits his political mantle will have to
articulate a nationalist program designed to protect and benefit his constituency— through an economic nationalism that protects the country's
jobs, technological base, and productive capacities; a social nationalism that
offers an ethic of health, education,,
employment, and retirement security
as well as restraints on the hedonistic
ethic of immediate gratification that
serves as a formula for current deracination; and a cultural nationalism that
places the historic core of American
civilization at the center of public
concern and public policy.
Obviously, it is doubtful that most
American conservatives — paleo, neo,
or pseudo — would find acceptable
such an explicit appeal to ethnocultural
identity, or such a frank endorsement
of the use of the state for social and
cultural ends. Yet, for the last decade,
mainstream conservatives have forfeited any claim to ideological orthodoxy
precisely because they have enthusiastically supported any variety of heresies
that accepted as legitimate the leviathan state constructed by American
liberalism for the benefit of the underclass and the bureaucratic elites in
alliance with it. If William Bennett and
Jack Kemp can sing the praises of
Martin Luther King, expand the budg-

ets and staffs of the Education Department and HUD, and welcome Third
World immigration as the salvation of
the country, all in the name of conservatism, there's no reason why Middle
Americans can't support government
policies that would benefit them instead of the forces committed to the
burial of their culture.
Yet there may be a few on the
conventional right who will sign up.
They may come to believe that whatever the virtues of the bourgeois ideology of small government and free
markets, those institutions were mainly
procedural or instrumental ones, intended as the most effective means to
an end. The end, of course, was the
security of the underlying cultural core
of the civilization, not merely the preservation of the legal and formal mechanisms by which it was to be guarded.
It is the survival of that core through
reversal of the process of dispossession,
not the preservation of obsolete procedural mechanisms, that is the elemental problem for those who seriously
want to conserve their heritage. Or, to
paraphrase Caspar Gutman again, we
can always get other procedures, but
there's only one American nation. <S>

LIBERAL ARTS

DEATH SENTENCES
Defense attorneys for six reputed Chicago mobsters called Chicago's federal
prison "a warehouse of death." According to the Chicago Tribune last summer, Allan Ackerman and Patrick Tuite
argued for the release of their clients
because the prison's only dentist was
infected with the AIDS virus. The
dentist treated 2,800 patients before
voluntarily withdrawing from practise.
The infection risk to those patients "is
virtually zero," according to estimates
by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. But
the attorneys disagreed, citing fears of
AIDS as "the very real bogeyman of
the late 20th Century, and when it is
lurking in the corners of your cell, it is
impossible to dismiss it from your
thoughts."
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PERSPECTIVE

Unholy Dying
by Thomas Fleming
^ * T n the midst of life we are in death." The old Prayer doctor-assisted suicide, voters at the last minute got cold
X Book's admonition has never been more true or less feet, apparently preferring to take their chances with black
understood than it is today. Modern man, despite his refusal market euthanasia. Are they afraid that some day, recovering
to consider his own mortality, is busily politicizing all the from heart surgery, they might inadvertently blurt out a wish
little decisions and circumstances that attend his departure. for easeful death? Do some of them suspect, I wonder, that
Death penalty statutes, abortion regulations, right-to-die family members and health care bureaucrats might have
initiatives, and national health care plans have all been major palpable economic motives for granting a request for "death
political issues in recent years, although the connections with dignity"?
between these issues are generally overlooked.
The Dutch experiment in euthanasia has been much
On the very day of the Washington State referenda on publicized as the result of a book by Carios Gomez,
both abortion rights and doctor-assisted suicide, the New Regulating Death. Gomez presents sobering evidence that
York Times was also reporting on the effects of a decision regulations designed to facilitate voluntary suicide are now
expanding the scope of Medicare. Most future Medicare being used to justify involuntary suicide. But even the
recipients will now be guaranteed the right to purchase Dutch practitioners of euthanasia are disturbed by similar
so-called Medigap policies to supplement the state-provided American proposals, according to John Keown. Writing in
medical services. In other words, some insurance-buyers will the Wall Street Journal (November 5, 1991), Keown reports
be forced to subsidize the retirees who either failed to that Dutch physicians were afraid that in a society without
purchase supplementary policies or else squandered their national health care a patient's relatives might well have
money on the expensive plans huckstered by Ed McMahon economic motives for administering the poisoned chalice.
and Art Linkletter.
But are patients really safer in the hands of a national
While the nation's insurance commissioners were at work health system? On the contrary. As health care costs are
staving off mortality, the people of Washington were transferred from individuals and their families to the general
considering a proposal to legalize medical killing (as well as a population, a cost-cutting bureaucracy will inevitably be
proposal to incorporate the language of Roe v. Wade into tempted to encourage, if not compel, euthanasia. Even in
state law). Despite polls showing widespread support for "the United States, where health care is only partially
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